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Executive Summary
At the beginning of March, the RAINWATCH Alliance met in Kampala, with the aim of providing the space for deep and explorative
dialogue on technical practices, as well as sharing good practice. Additionally, discussions identified challenges, opportunities, and
priorities for climate information services in Sub-Saharan Africa.
The event was organised by the RAINWATCH Alliance Team supported by the Uganda National Meteorological Authority,
Binghamton University, the Walker Institute, and funded through the UK Department for International Development (DfID)
through the WISER programme.
Specifically, the Learning Event provided technical training on maximising the utility of historical data and season-to-date
observations for delivering climate services through RAINWATCH. Information on the latest developments for RAINWATCH were
also discussed, and followed by a User Learning Exchange to identify research gaps for climate services and support the
development of new sectoral products. Discussions in the User Learning Event will focused around two main questions: What are
the weather and climate information priorities for Uganda, and Sub-Saharan African National Hydro-Meteorological Services; and
what are the priorities for weather and climate information for user communities?
Professor Ros Cornforth, Director of the Walker Institute said: “The Walker Institute is delighted to be able to support the
RAINWATCH Alliance and co-host this workshop, the main aim of which is to foster learning and create dialogue among
forecasters, researchers, practitioners, and decision makers. We hope that by integrating the latest climate research for the
effective up-scaling of climate information services in Africa we can work to overcome the threats posed by climate change. At the
Walker Institute, we are playing an active role in facilitating this cross-learning through our interdisciplinary portfolio of work across
sub-Saharan Africa.”
Professor Aondover Tarhule, vice provost and dean of the Graduate School at Binghamton University and co-creator of Rainwatch
said the vision of the Rainwatch Alliance is that Rainwatch should become the Africa-wide platform for climate information
dissemination with periodic learning events that foster a continent-wide community of users. Invoking the memory of Professor
Peter Lamb, an early sponsor and strong advocate of Rainwatch, Professor Tarhule said, Rainwatch is an African solution to an
African problem, “consistent with Pete Lambs, lifelong position.”
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Co-created knowledge and recommendations emerging from the RAINWATCH Learning Event will be used to inform the future
technical development of the platform. The recommendations around user engagement will be shared widely through Friedns of
RAINWATCH and the participating organisations’ collective networks to inform future development of climate information and
further learning.
Participants at the Uganda workshop included 15 Rainwatch country coordinators from 10 countries, eight government agency
representatives, four influential civil society organizations and the media. Dr. Festus Luboyera, Director General of the Uganda
National Meteorological Authority, declared the workshop open and offered his organization’s support for the Rainwatch Alliance.
At the 2018 learning event, we marked the the formal exchange of the first MoU with Guinee Conakry and the RAINWATCH

Alliance community welcomed the new RAINWATCH Coordinator for Zambia.

RAINWATCH

1-Introduction to RAINWATCH
RAINWATCH is an internet based platform that provides season-to-date and historical information, principally rainfall and
temperature, in near-real time from monitoring stations, and tracks the key seasonal characteristics, important for food
production. It has been operating since 2009 and has grown to a dynamic collaborative alliance which includes 15 national hydrometeorological services (Senegal, Mauritania, Mali, Gambia, Guinee Bissau, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Ghana, Nigeria, Niger, Chad,
Burkina Faso, Uganda, Malawi and Zambia), as well as members from NGOs, International Organisations, Government Agencies,
Research Institutions and the private sector across Sub-Saharan Africa.
The overarching goal of the RAINWATCH Alliance is to encourage collaborative work on increasing the access to and the use of
climate information services to enable decision making processes in a wide-range of sectors, for example agriculture, water and
health.
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RAINWATCH, is a prototype geographic information system that provides rainfall data in near-real time from monitoring stations
and tracks the key seasonal characteristics, important for food production. It has been operating since 2009 in Niger in West Africa.
Since now, RAINWATCH has grown to a dynamic collaboration Alliance of 12 National Hydro meteorological Services (Senegal,
Mauritania, Mali, Gambia, Guinee Bissau, Sierra Leone, Ghana, Nigeria, Niger, Chad, Malawi, and Burkina Faso), NGOs, International
Organizations, Government Agencies, Research Institutions, Private sector, Across Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). The overarching goal
of RAINWATCH Alliance is to collaboratively work on the access and the use of climate information services to enable the decision
making process in sectors such as agriculture, livestock, water resource, health, etc. To date, RAINWATCH’s unique approach has
proved highly successful, becoming embedded within NHMS of the Alliance. Since inception, no donor funding has been use and all
activities, investments and direction are driven by the Alliance members. The commitment to collaboration across the Alliance and
proven benefits through improved climate information demonstrates the both the commitment member countries have towards the
Alliance as well as the continued benefits received by the improved monitoring capabilities.
The continued technological enhancement and scaled/ cross-regional engagement is critical to increase the more rapid collection of
daily weather observations enabling the application of resulting information in near-term to seasonal environmental monitoring and
forecasting with respect to food security and disaster risk reduction. Building capacity and extending the successful and proven model
of RAINWATCH across sub-Saharan Africa will be used to enhance monitoring and forecasting capabilities of NHMS for improved
climate product and information services of national met services, expanding impact from use of rainfall data for food security and
disaster mitigation.

2-Co-Production
The RAINWATCH Alliance is an innovation because of its unique approach in working with African Met Services and the proven
capability to support independent NHMS to collaborate, scale analysis and importantly contributes to a shared data platform. Unique
among all the rainfall monitoring programs operating in SSA, the RAINWATCH Alliance adopts a philosophy that (i) seeks to enhance
rainfall data access and dissemination; (ii) connects data producers and users; and (iii) provides a platform for co-evolution of
sustainable and effective climate information services designed to help vulnerable populations. The unique service that the
collaborative RAINWATCH Alliance plays across the Sahel enables the NHMS to improve the climate information and work together
better informed/ designed dissemination metrics to different user group.
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The Rainwatch team has a common objective of fostering learning and creating dialogue among forecasters, researchers,
practitioners, and decision makers. We believe in integrating the latest climate research for the effective up-scaling of climate
information services in Africa - to “help Africa help itself” to overcome the threats posed by climate change in order to achieve
ongoing adaptation and thereby food security, climate resilient livelihoods, reduced risks and improved environmental management.
The Walker Institute is playing an active role in facilitating this cross-learning through its interdisciplinary portfolio of work across
sub-Saharan Africa.
For more information please see http://www.walker.ac.uk/projects/rainwatch/. The RAINWATCH tool is available here:
http://www.rainwatch-africa.org/rainwatch/

Identifying High-Value Needs
Group Discussions were a core part of the Rainwatch learning Event. The summaries below are transcribed from the interactive
sessions over days 1 and 2:

3-Increasing utility and new opportunities
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Sensitization and more training of the
users/communities needed – funding needed for
capacity building e.g. CSAT for the Alliance
Communication strategies between Producers and
Users
Funding for Rainwatch to NMHS (government) to
enable incorporation of feedbacks for improvement
(from users) and development of the mobile app.
Increase customization for future (unknown) needs.
Increase collaboration with developers for innovative
products/services.
Support legislative framework that enables the
development of climate information
Need to integrate with projects that demonstrate
added value at a continental level.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

Encouraging regional based research among
Rainwatch community.
Integration within NHMS websites (See GMet)
Extension of numbers of stations and inclusion of
more weather parameters by the Alliance
Potential paywall for private sector or non-African
users.
Increased ownership by NMHS and their government
sectors (health, energy sectors…)
Greater linkages with regional forecasting centers (
GHACOF, SARCOF). Needs funding for implementing
Rainwatch Alliance’s communication strategy
Increased training and mentoring for the Alliance
Coordinators (including publication of papers and
joined up regional research across the Alliance)

4-Actionable high value sectoral needs to inform Rainwatch use cases
Agriculture
a) Production and translation of weather data (evolving and historical data).
• Extend platform from passive to active through integration with downscaled seasonal forecasts. Also request for 1) heavy
rain forecasts for regional, district, up to lowest local government structures – better links to education sector (see below);
and 2) start of rains, peak rains, evolution of rainfall patterns, and flood alerts (link with NDMAs).

b) Develop communication strategy and share links across the Alliance to ensure transfer of knowledge to users (drought
resistant crops, planting period, irrigation technics, rain water harvesting). Bring in extension services and WRM teams into
Alliance extended network .
c) Water Resources (Water level and flow, understanding dry spells impact on: power generation, and irrigation activities). Link
with UPGro
d) Education links – see below
Health Sector

Climate risk

Impact of climate risk

High temperature

•
•
•

Drought

•
•
•

Health
Heavy rainfall

High winds

•
•
•
•

Dust storms
•

Forest fire
Heat stroke – loss of life
Harbor vectors and pests
(impacts on human and
livestock)
Crops loss (risk of malnutrition)
Low stream flow (dehydration,
consumption of dirty water)
Flooding, drowning,
Contamination water and
general environment,
Outbreak of disease causing
vectors (e.g. mosquitosmalaria).
Crops destruction (malnutrition)
Accidents (road, shelter,
Fishers…)
Outbreak of meningitis and
respiratory diseases.
Accidents (road and shelter)

Information that could help to
prevent or manage the risk
What? Scale? When?
• Duration of heat spells.
• Heat magnitude.
• Particular thresholds (WHO)
•
•
•
•

•
•

See notes from Agriculture
group
See notes from water resources
group
Timely Early Warning
information at watershed level.
Daily weather forecasts (e.g.
squall lines trajectory, speed,
potential rain yield)

Wind velocity forecasts (24 to
72 hours)
Dust forecast (24 and 72 hours)

5- New links to education sector
The Rainwatch Alliance have identified a need to work more closely with the local schools – and in particular, to help reduce the
impact of lightning on children. The communication strategy was mapped and this is replicated below. Progress will be reviewed by
the Alliance group at the next meeting.
See Figure below.
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v Actors:
• NMA/MET Office
• School administration (including students, parents)
• Others relevant Ministries

MET. OFFICE
•

•
•
•

SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION

Provide information
(Information on lightening
effects)
Capacity building of the
school/Administration
Provide lightening forecasts
(Early warning)
Technical/historical data or
information

•

•
•
•

Information
dissemination to
students and parents
Teachers Associations
Integrated curriculum
IEC materials

OTHER ENABLING
FACTORS
•
•

Building confidence
and trust
Enabling policy
environment

MEDIA /

RELEVANT MDA’S
•
•
•

COMMUNICATION
Building codes
Curriculum development
Other relevant guide lines

•
•
•
•

•

TV
Radios
Print media (new
pop)
New media
- SMS
- WhatsApp
- Facebook
- Etc.
Civil servants

Agreed Actions by the Alliance
A summary of the time-bound actions agreed by the Alliance at the Rainwatch Learning Event that were shared in the
Communique for the DGs follow:

6-Technical Development
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automate data upload as soon as possible, based on three formats currently used by the RAINWATCH Alliance (RWA)
Keep RW up-to-date to make sure RW is fit for purpose
Operationalise the new onset/ cessation algorithm
Find mechanisms to digitize data - remains an issue (see Section 4). Request WMO support
Develop specific new products for identified and prioritised use cases
Upload additional data to support the development of the planned new CIS products (Temperature, Humidity)

7-Sustainability and Integration within RW Alliance Met Services
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meet annually (more frequently if funding is made available)
Complete MoUs with each RWA Met Service
Document and put in place Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
Establish country teams where possible to share work load and grow ownership e.g. Ghana (3), Nigeria (3)
Identify and develop regional communication strategy for deeper integration with e.g. regional centres.
Identify and apply for new funding streams.
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8-Partnership and Engagement
• Establish Alliance Working Groups to develop identified and prioritized use cases
• Develop RW use cases (by new RW WGs) for decision makers in participating countries to build evidence to support buy in
and funding. Submit into Special Issue “Atmosphere” (August 2018)
• Develop suite of targeted bulletins and archive of impact stories for engagement with decision makers
• Host user exchanges
• Identify high level meetings e.g. WMO to showcase RAINWATCH

9-Country Challenges
•
•
•
•

Missing data (Mali, Niger, Sudan)
Data receipt and internet connectivity - Guinea Conakry, The Gambia
Personnel capacity - Guinea Conakry
Data digitization - Chad, Zambia, Malawi, Ghana, Guinea, Sierra Leone. Request WMO support

Friends of the RAINWATCH Alliance
We are very grateful for the support of the Friends of the RAINWATCH Alliance (newly established at the Rainwatch Learning
Event) and contributions made to the 2018 RAINWATCH Learning event from DfID (also listed)
Name
Mary Allen

Affiliation
Practical Action – West Africa

RAINWATCH Role
CIS Systems

Nathan Bain
Dai Clegg
Celia Petty
Rosalind West

SUNY
Evidence for Development
Evidence for Development
Department for International
Development

RW Development – Technical Platform
RW Development – Technical Platform
RW Development – Livelihoods
RW Supporter
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Annex 1 - Agenda
Agenda
Monday 5th March, 2018

Tuesday 6th March

Wednesday 7th March

0930-1000 Registration
1000-1015 Welcome and Opening – Dr
Festus Luboyera (UNMA)
1015-1115 Overview (Plenary)
1115-1130 Coffee/Tea Break
1130-1145 Ongoing Developments
(Plenary)
1145-1300 Call to Action (Group
Discussions)
1300-1400 Lunch
1400-1500 Users and Producers
(Plenary/Group Discussions)
1500-1600 Success Stories (Group
Discussions/Plenary)
1600-1630 Coffee/Tea Break
1630-1700 Progressing to a PeopleCentred System
1900 Cocktails and Dinner, Main
Restaurant

0930-1000 Registration
1000-1015 Welcome and Opening –
Prof Ros Cornforth
1015-1115 Overview (Plenary)
1115-1145 Coffee/Tea Break
1145-1300 Users and Producers
(Plenary/Group Discussions)

0900-1100 Rainwatch Alliance
Synthesis Discussions
1200-1300 Communique
1300 Closing Remarks

1300-1400 Lunch
1400-1500 Practical Actions CIS
1500-1600 Making the people link
(Plenary)
1600 Closing Remarks
1600-1630 Coffee/Tea Break
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Annex 2 – UNMA Invited Participants

Tony Mugoya
Pascal Okello
Mr. Ismail Seguya

Executive Manager
Uganda Coffee Farmers Alliance
UNDP – SCIEWS Project

Mr. Solomon Elungat
Mugerwa James
Damulira Gerald
Ms. Rehema Nakahombe

Director
Judoki Farming Association
Senior Agro-Economics
MAAIF
NARO
Head of Meteorological Unit
Makerere University
CARE Uganda
KAMPALA
Capacity Building and Advocacy Coordinator
ACCRA
CAN-U
Climate Change Department
Disaster Preparedness- Office of the Prime Minister
Mityana Women Farmers Association
Ministry of Health
Uganda Prisons Service
Senior Hydrologist
UNRA
Senior Disaster Preparedness Officer
Education sector
Media- Central Broadcasting Service
Uganda Broadcasting Corporation

Mr. Patrick Luganda
Ms Lutalo Everline
Mr. Eliau George William
Mr. Baganda David

NECJOGHA
NEMA
Local Government
Centre for Policy Advocacy and Action Research

Ms. Hakuza Anunciata
Dr. Komutunga Evelyne
Dr. Alex Nimusiima
Ms. Monica Anguparu
Jane Nakiranda
Anthony Wolimbwa
Michael Mugarura
Emmanuel Okecho
Elizabeth Bagaya
Dr.Frank Asimwe
Yona Bamwine
Mr. Kenneth Munina
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Annex 3 – Communication Activities

Social Media
News / Press
Communique
Stakeholder Report
Verbal update to DfID
Rainwatch website
Rainwatch promotions

Twitter feeds including use of relevant twitter handles for DfID and WISER,
before, during and after
Walker Institute ( http://www.walker.ac.uk/news-events/rainwatch-learningevent-creating-dialogue-for-actionable-climate-services/) with embedded link to
WISER programme, Binghampton SUNY, local press present in Kampala
Rainwatch Communique delivered to DGs via the Rainwatch Alliance
Coordinators
Provided to Met Office and linked into RAINWATCH website (see below)
Provided to Rosalind West
New front and back end of Rainwatch website developed ready for integration of
news articles and reports
Pin badges designed and given to Rainwatch coordinators to enhance
communication about Rainwatch
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